Jeep xj led headlights

If you live in the desert as we do, you might prefer off-roading at night time. Without an LED
light bar you could end up driving into terrible situations, so we strongly recommend picking
one up. In this short guide, we will cover the best LED light bars for your XJ Cherokee, and the
best brackets for your new light bar. Roof mounted light bars help eliminate shadows on the
trail and they look awesome. If you use the brackets that come with your new light bar you must
drill holes in your roof and those will majorly damage your roof. We will focus on light bars you
can get vehicle specific brackets for to avoid this denting problem. In most of our articles, we
almost always recommend Rigid Industries. If you know a Rigid Industries light bar is out of
your price range, we recommend cheaper options further down. We know XJ Cherokee owners
like to wheel their Jeeps hard, and this light bar is dust, water, and shockproof. This means your
Jeep will break before the light bar will. This LED light bar outputs 23, lumens at W which is
around 3, lumens less than the Rigid Industries light bar. Just like before, we chose the Black
Edition because of its awesome looks. The color temperature is something that has a massive
effect on how light cuts through the dust. Again, we used a very similar Auxbeam product on
our old XJ Cherokee and absolutely loved how it performed. Unlike every other LED light bar on
this list, this light bar uses a true triple row design with massive floodlight ends. More LEDs
means more light output, at least in theory. This also means the claimed light output of 78,
lumens is probably an estimation off the false power draw, so the true lumen output is probably
under 20, lumens. The body offers an IP67 rating that keeps dust and water out. This light bar is
for XJ owners who want the cheapest light bar possible. Of course, the lower price tag does
mean this light bar has no warranty and no fancy features. Although the price tag is super low,
you still get a decent 18, lumen output from the W power draw, and the body offers IP68 water
and dust resistance. One of the worst things you can do when installing a light bar on your roof
is to use the brackets it comes with. The brackets that are included with your new light bar are
universal and required mounting directly to your roof. Not only does this make your install
hideous, but it will also cause major damage. These brackets are very strong and cheap. We
strongly recommend spending the extra money and using these brackets. Roof-mounted light
bars look awesome and eliminate shadows on the trail, however, they can create windshield
glare. Windshield glare is when the light emitting from your light bar shines on the windshield.
We want to recommend bumper-mounted options. If you can afford a Rigid Industries light bar,
we would recommend buying one. As always, we prefer the midnight edition because of its
awesome all-black appearance. You could also opt for a curved light bar from Rigid, but we for
bumper mounting we recommend the straight version of this light bar. In this situation,
however, we think a triple row light bar like what Rough Country offers is suitable. This light bar
outputs an impressive 16, lumens at W. Mounting an LED light bar on your bumper makes it
much more susceptible to getting hit by rocks and Rough Country backs this light bar with a
rather short three-year warranty. The beam they output is tight; we used them on the street as
fog lights and never had an issue. Off-road the tight beam pattern allows you to see way far out
on the trails. You can also buy little amber covers for these LED pods that will help you see
through dust and fog which you can read more about in our Amber Light Bars article. This is
another product we used on our XJ Cherokee. Most of the factory-sealed beams that come in XJ
Cherokee output very little light. These headlights are a direct fit and take about 10 minutes to
install. The plug to connect them is also the same as the factory XJ Cherokee headlight plug
making installation even easier. Please note that these are not at all street legal and use them at
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Auxbeam XJ Cherokee Brackets One of the worst things you can do when installing a light bar
on your roof is to use the brackets it comes with. Bumper Mounted Light Bars and Headlights
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published. Check Latest Price. Yes you can add all kinds of off-road lights on the bumper, below
the windshield or even a light bar above the windshield. But in some states it is illegal to run
aftermarket lights on the highways. So, what's a poor Jeeper to do?? Well, upgrade what the
factory gave you to work with. First thing that really should be done is upgrade how the
headlights get their power. When you turn on your lights, the power has to come from the
battery through the switch. The stock wiring leaves a bit to be desired also. Most of it is tiny 16
gauge wire carrying the current. Turning on the headlights the electricity has to make it from the
battery through that small factory wiring harness, through the switch and finally to the head

lamps. By the time it makes it through all that, there is enough voltage drop that the lights can't
perform as well as they could. So upgraded wiring with relays are in order. Old school sealed
beams were all good back in their day. Today, there are way too many options to settle for
inferior road illumination! After the harness upgrade, upgrade the lamps. There are H4
conversion kits or even HID if you really want to light up the night. Installing a relay kit is super
easy. I tossed around building one from some wire terminals, relay sockets and such. I found a
headlight relay harness on Amazon that was very reasonably priced and had the ceramic ends
installed. If you plan on running high wattage halogen bulbs, the ceramic ends are a must!
Reason is, the higher the wattage the more heat is generated. Too much heat will melt the
factory plastic lamp plugs. I know this because I've seen it happen. So, another part of the
reason I went with buying the pre-made harness vs building one. The pre-made harness comes
with the high heat ceramic ends built in. So, by the time I added up all the parts that I needed to
build my own. I could buy a pre-made one cheaper and get 'er done way faster! If my YouTube
videos and website has helped you. Please help supprt FixJeeps. I get a small commision that
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page. About me. While shopping online for an jeep cherokee xj led headlights 2 is easier and
more convenient than shopping in person, it is also harder to know if you are buying a
high-quality product. Even when the online pictures are an honest representation of the item, it
is hard to see any tiny details in the photos. Because of this, it is important to shop with a
trusted merchant if you want to buy a jeep cherokee xj led headlights 2 online. In addition, you
should make sure to consider factors like the price, brand and warranty before you make your
final decision. When you shop with Amazon, you can feel confident about the quality of your
purchase. Amazon removes any third-party sellers that have major issues. In addition, Amazon
offers return policies, payment protection and other options that help you get the high-quality
jeep cherokee xj led headlights 2 you are looking for. Each person is different, so you may have
unique requirements. While there may be some variation between different shoppers, you
should consider the following factors before making any purchase. These factors can help you
figure out which seller is the right one to choose when you buy your next jeep cherokee xj led
headlights 2. Price is one of the most important things for shoppers to consider. While you want
a high-quality product, you can only buy a good product if you can afford it. If the price is too
high, you may want to consider buying in bulk or waiting until there is a promotion on the item.
It is important to remember that price is not always the best factor to look at. In many cases,
you truly get what you pay for. A cheaper product might be inexpensive because of a sale, but it
may also be cheaper because it is made of low-quality materials. Some people care a lot about
which brand they buy. The importance of this factor depends on what you are buying and the
brand in question. Major, recognizable brands are often worth the extra money because you
know what you are getting. If you know that the brand sells high-quality, durable items, then you
know that your purchase will be worthwhile. While an unknown brand can still sell a good
product, buying from a major brand allows you to know what you are getting. Will the jeep
cherokee xj led headlights 2 do what you want it to? Can it perform all of the tasks you need? If
your new product does not do everything you want it to, it is not worth the money. When you
shop for a new jeep cherokee xj led headlights 2, make sure to read through the product
descriptions. Sometimes, companies make modifications to attract different customers or target
markets. You need to make sure that the item you buy will actually do what you want it to. One
of the best ways to find out if a purchase is the right one for you is by reading through customer
testimonials. You should look at positive and negative reviews so that you can see all of the
benefits and drawbacks to buying an jeep cherokee xj led headlights 2 from that seller. In
addition, you should look at the average rating to see how it compares to similar products. If
you are uncertain if you want to invest any money into your purchase, consider the pros and
cons first. Will the purchase provide you with enough benefits to justify the cost? You can also
look at the product description and customer reviews to brainstorm other pros and cons. If
something breaks down, will the company fix it? You do not want to be stuck with a faulty item
if your purchase ends up breaking later on. A final factor to consider is the warranty. When you
make an expensive purchase, you cannot afford to buy the same product again in a month if it
breaks down. While warranties are important for every purchase, they are especially important
for a costly item. You need to make sure that you can get a replacement if something goes
wrong. In addition, a warranty is a good sign that the manufacturer is confident in the quality of
their products. If the manufacturer is unwilling to back their products after they sell them, you
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